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Poland Declares Jesus King of the Country
Plus: New Edition of Radical Gospel Now Online
In a national ceremony attended by the President of Poland the Polish people declared
Jesus Christ the King of Poland. When will we do that in South Africa? Plus my new
updated and revised edition of the Radical Gospel of the Kingdom available for free
download for your holiday reading.
There is something important in the spiritual realm that happened in Poland in
November 2016 and in South Africa in April 2017. First Poland. Here is a newspaper
report of a national prayer gathering.

Poland Declares Jesus King of the Country
11-24-2016
In a ceremony at the Church of Divine Mercy in Krakow last week, Jesus was
declared the king of Poland.
The ceremony, attended by Poland's President Andrzej Duda, marked the end of the
Catholic Church's Year of Mercy.
People from around the country came together and declared Christ king over their
country and their hearts.
"In our hearts, rule us, Christ! In our families, rule us, Christ! ... In our schools
and universities, rule us, Christ! ... Through the Polish nation, rule us, Christ! ...
We pledge to defend your holy worship and preach Thy royal glory, Christ our
King, we promise!" they prayed.
Their bold statement was a reminder that God comes before everything.
"We entrust the Polish people and Polish leaders to you," the prayer continued.
"Make them exercise their power fairly and in accordance with your laws. ... rule
us, Christ! Reign in our homeland and reign in every nation – for the greater glory
of the most Holy Trinity and the salvation of mankind."
For many, the ceremony was the answer to the prayers of Polish nurse Rosalia
Zelkova, who in the early 20th century said one day her country would have a
divine revelation that Jesus is king.
Many believe this bold declaration is the start of something special in the country.

The Conference of Polish Bishops said it was "not the culmination, but the
beginning of the work of enthronement of Jesus Christ in Poland and the Polish
nation."
The ceremony, they said, was not intended to add to Jesus' honor or power, but was
rather a national recognition of His sovereignty.
https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/cwn/2016/november/poland-declares-jesus-king-ofthe-country
Religious and national business and civic leaders along with the nation's political
leaders represented by the Polish president gathered to declare that Jesus Christ is
King of Poland.
In South Africa on 22 April 2017 a large gathering outside Bloemfontein called by
Evangelist Angus Buchan to call the nation to prayer. The meeting theme: "IT IS
TIME".

Some reports spoke of maybe a million Christians gathered. There are differences
between the Polish gathering and the South African gathering. In Poland the people
of the nation and the political and business leaders knew what time it was. It was time
that the whole nation made a public declaration : Jesus is Lord and Jesus is King of
Poland.
In South Africa neither the Church nor the nation has answered the question: What
time is it? Poland 5 years later is thriving economically. Poland is also in a fight with
the European Union and are being fined a million Euro's a day because they refuse to
submit their laws to EU laws as follows: Here is a 31 October 2021 headline from the
UK Guardian:
"The EU is locked in a momentous fight with Poland"
Why? Here a quote from the article.....
" allowing policies that indulge anti-gay declarations, deny climate change or limit
press freedom...... The Polish government, run by the extreme social conservative Law
and Justice party, must be unconstrained from doing what it wants, so that if a third
of Poland’s towns have issued proclamations declaring themselves “LGBT ideologyfree zones”, nothing can be done."

After a nation declares Jesus is King of our nation then what the world or the EU
thinks or says about their domestic policies is irrelevant. Poland is saying we are a
majority Catholic Christian country and these are our values.
Here is my opinion about what time it is. It is time for the majority Christian
population of South Africa to do as Poland has done in November 2016. It is time for
a national declaration that Jesus is Lord over this nation. And that means that the
coming national elections in 2024 better produce a political environment in which the
political leaders elected into office at that time freely and publically stand with the
majority Christian population to declare that Jesus Christ is King of South Africa.
And then from that foundation start the process of bringing righteous judgment into
the nation, deploying people who fear the Lord into positions of power and influence
instead of "party cadre deployment" and start the rebuilding of the waste places.
Now here is my further opinion informed by my understanding of scripture:
I don't care about prophecies of revival, or prophecies of South African destiny etc.
And I have made some effort to encourage all of you to be bold and positive about our
prophetic future. What I also know about the Lord and prophecy and Jerusalem and
Israel is this.....you either get on board with God's agenda or God will just wipe you
off the map and start all over again. He did that twice in history with Jerusalem. The
last time had Jesus weeping looking on at the great city and pleading "If only you
knew the time of your visitation!" (Luke 19:41-42)
The South African church absolutely needs to come to the right vision for what time
this is. It is a time for purposeful action. It is not time for talking and more meetings.
It is crisis hour. If we have not mobilized this nation to the righteous cause of God's
Kingdom agenda by 2024 and we have another 5 years of corruption, looting and
incompetence then this nation is finished. The Lord will start again at some future
point with an impoverished remnant.
It is this issue of "What time is this?" that I am attempting to answer with my books.
It is why I decided to rewrite my book "The Radical Gospel of the Kingdom". I did
not make a good enough case for "it is Kingdom Now time!". So I rewrote it in
hopefully a simpler and better structure as follows:
I divided it up in three sections of 7 chapters each to make three important points:
Section A. The 7 Great Prophecies of the Kingdom
Section B : The 7 Comings of the Lord
Section C : The 7 Foundation Principles of the Kingdom
It is available now freely for download. I will be cleaning up some of the small errors
and then giving to the printers for a print run that I will make available for you to
order through "Takealot" since CUM Christian book stores will not stock it.

If we are ever as a Church in Southern Africa going to identify our time of visitation
and understand the Kingdom agenda for our nation then we absolutely must get out of
the dead end of the American End Times deception.
That deception is sent by the enemy to immobilize the Church into a dead end of
endless meetings and no action. It's meant to glorify the power and dominion of
Satan and the Antichrist over all the earth and the impossibility of the Church to fulfill
the dominion mandate of the Lord. It is meant to hand the Kingdom back to the Jews
because the Church is unable to take the land. It is meant to call for escape now but
the Kingdom only some day in the far future. However in the meantime while waiting
for Jesus to come and the Antichrist to take over the world you can become rich and
successful through the amazing miracles of right thinking and right seed giving....in
spite of a collapsing national economy.
I need to counter that propaganda of deception with scriptural truth. So for your
summer reading I have posted the new edition of the Radical Gospel of the Kingdom.
I will also soon be uploading the new edition of the Southern African Prophetic
Destiny in a smaller and more concise format to make it easier to read and understand.
I am also deep into 'Ekklesia: The City Church....God's plan to heal the nations"
And "Jubilee: God's Plan for the meek to inherit the earth".
These four books have only one goal:
We turn Southern Africa into Kingdom territory where Jesus is Lord and we are that
city on hill as a shining light to the nations of a people whose God is the Lord.
Have a wonderful Christmas rest and relaxation and hope you are blessed with new
vision for the Kingdom of God.

